, Velázquez constructed a countable collection of mean curvature flow solutions in R N in every dimension N ≥ 8. Each of these solutions becomes singular in finite time at which time the second fundamental form blows up. In contrast, we confirm here that, in every dimension N ≥ 8, a nontrivial subset of these solutions has uniformly bounded mean curvature.
Introduction
A smooth family of embedded hypersurfaces Σ N −1 (t) ⊂ R N t∈[0,T ) moves by mean curvature flow if
where H Σ(t) denotes the mean curvature vector of the hypersurface Σ(t) and F(·, t) : Σ → Σ(t) ⊂ R N is a smooth family of embeddings. Often, mean curvature flow solutions develop singularities in finite time T < ∞. When the hypersurfaces are closed, Huisken [Hui84] showed that the second fundamental form A Σ(t) blows up at the singularity time T < ∞ in the sense that lim sup tրT max x∈Σ(t) |A Σ(t) (x)| = ∞ Naturally, one might then ask if the mean curvature necessarily blows up at a finitetime singularity. Indeed, [Man11] poses this question as open problem 2.4.10 on page 42. This problem may equivalently be referred to as the extension problem, which asks, "if |H Σ(t) | remains uniformly bounded up to time T , is it always possible to smoothly extend the flow past time T ?" [Coo11] , [LŠ16] , [LŠ10] , [LŠ11b] , [LŠ11a] , [LW19] , and [XYZ11] , among others, made progress on this question. In this article, we show that in general the mean curvature need not blow up at a finite-time singularity. |H Σ(t) (x)| < ∞.
Theorem 3.2 provides a more precise statement of theorem 1.1. Velázquez [Vel94] constructed the mean curvature flow solutions referred to in theorem 1.1. These solutions possess an O(n) × O(n) symmetry that simplifies the associated analysis. Informally, the solutions converge to the Simons cone at parabolic scales around the singularity, and converge to a smooth minimal surface desingularizing the Simons cone at the scale associated to the blow-up rate of the second fundamental form.
[ GŠ18] previously investigated a proper subset of Velázquez's solutions and showed that in fact the mean curvature blows-up for this subset of solutions.
While the construction provided by [Vel94] yields complete, non-compact mean curvature flow solutions, the author expects that closed mean curvature flow solutions with the same dynamics exist. Subsection 7.4 outlines a proof of the construction of these compact mean curvature flow solutions. [Sto19] rigorously constructed the analogous Ricci flow solutions on closed topologies. Consequently, it is expected that there exist examples of closed mean curvature flow solutions satisfying the conclusion of theorem 1.1.
The proof of theorem 1.1 is based on Liouville-type theorems and a blow-up argument. We begin with an overview of O(n) × O(n)-invariant hypersurfaces in R 2n and establish notation. Section 3 provides an overview of the results from [Vel94] that we invoke. Section 4 analyzes the Jacobi operator ∆ + |A| 2 on a particular minimal surface that will form the basis of the Liouville-type theorems. Section 5 contains the Liouville-type theorems for the Jacobi operator ∆ + |A| 2 on this minimal surface and the Simons cone. Blow-up arguments show the boundedness of mean curvature in the inner and parabolic regions in the following section. Finally, we construct barriers to deduce that the mean curvature remains bounded throughout the rest of the hypersurface in section 7. The appendices include additional details on O(n) × O(n)-invariant hypersurfaces and a list of constants for reference.
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Parametrizations of O(n) × O(n)-Invariant Hypersurfaces
Consider R 2n = R n × R n with points denoted by z = (x, y) ∈ R n × R n x = (x 1 , ..., x n ) y = (y 1 , ..., y n ) Let Σ 2n−1 ⊂ R 2n be a hypersurface. If Σ is O(n) × O(n)-invariant, then Σ is determined by its intersection with the first quadrant of the x 1 y 1 -plane {(x, y) ∈ R 2n : x 2 = ... = x n = y 2 = ... = y n = 0, x 1 > 0, y 1 > 0} Assume in this plane that Σ equals the graph of a function y 1 = Q(x 1 ) defined for all x 1 > 0. Q will be referred to as the profile function of the hypersurface. If an O(n) × O(n) invariant hypersurface Σ has profile function Q, then Σ may be parametrized by F : R n × S n−1 → R 2n
F(x, θ) = (x, Q(|x|)θ)
Write r = |x| ≥ 0 and Q = Q(r). We use ′ = d dr to denote the derivative with respect to r. Σ is smooth if Q is smooth and additionally Q(0) > 0 and Q (odd) (0) = 0 where Q (odd) denotes any odd-order derivative of Q with respect to r.
As computed in appendix A, the induced metric, second fundamental form, and mean curvature are given by
Moreover, the mean curvature flow of such O(n) × O(n)-invariant hypersurfaces reduces to the following partial differential equation for the profile function Q = Q(r, t)
Regarded as a rotationally symmetric function Q = Q(|x|, t) on R n , equation (2.1) above is equivalent to the following partial differential equation on R n × (0, T )
Here, div and ∇ are taken on n-dimensional Euclidean space E n . Note that equation (2.2) is equivalent to graphical mean curvature flow with an additional forcing term − (n−1) Q . In particular, if |∇Q| is bounded then this equation is strictly parabolic. We now note that certain distances are equivalent, which will permit us to use the distances interchangeably in later estimates.
Lemma 2.1. Let Σ 2n−1 ⊂ E 2n be a smooth, connected O(n) × O(n)-invariant hypersurface that intersects the plane {x = 0}.
Proof. First, note that for any (x, y) ∈ Σ and any (0, y ′ ) ∈ Σ 0
Next, for an arbitrary (x, y) ∈ Σ, write (x, y) = (|x|ω 1 , Q(|x|)ω 2 ) ω 1 , ω 2 ∈ S n−1 and consider the path γ(t) ∈ Σ given by
This completes the proof of the first part of the statement.
It now follows that for some constant C depending on Q(0) and Q ′ ∞
for any (x, y) ∈ Σ and (0, y 0 ) ∈ Σ 0 .
Remark 2.2. Throughout the remainder of the article, we will use the notation "A B" to mean "there exists a constant C such that A ≤ CB" and "A ∼ B" to mean "A B A." Subscripts as in " a,b " indicate that the constant C depends on a and b. For sequences {A i } i∈N and {B i } i∈N with A i , B i ≥ 0 for all i, we say
2.1. Self-Similar Solutions. For added context, we include the profile functions of some O(n) × O(n)-invariant self-similar mean curvature flow solutions.
is a stationary mean curvature flow solution with profile function Q(r, t) = r. is asymptotic to the Simons cone at infinity. The construction of this minimal surface is outlined in [Vel94] and can also be found in the work of Alencar (see for example [Ale93] which also considers lower dimensions). By scaling, there exists a one-parameter family of these minimal surfaces. We let Q b (r) denote the profile function for the surface Σ with Q(0) = b. These profiles are related by
Note that Q(r) is not given explicitly but its asymptotics are known and summarized in remark 4.8. In situations where the particular minimal surface in this one-parameter family is irrelevant, we shall often omit the "b" subscript and simply write Q(r). Proposition 2.2 in [Vel94] shows additionally that Q ′′ (r) > 0 for all r ≥ 0. This result has the following corollary:
Proof. By computations contained in appendix A,
In particular, u 0 = u 0 (|x|) is a function of |x|. It now suffices to show that Q(r) − rQ ′ (r) > 0 is positive. Differentiating with respect to r implies d dr Q(r) − rQ ′ (r) = −rQ ′′ (r) < 0 for all r > 0, Therefore Q − rQ ′ is a decreasing function of r, and, moreover,
because Σ is asymptotic to the Simons cone at r = ∞. It follows that u 0 > 0 for all r ≥ 0.
2.1.3. Shrinking Cylinder. The spatially constant profile function
corresponds to a self-similarly shrinking cylinder R n × S n−1 .
2.1.4. Shrinking Sphere. The self-similarly shrinking spheres S 2n−1 centered at the origin have profile functions
Remark 2.4. [DLN18] provides a systematic overview of closed O(n)×O(n)-invariant self-shrinkers for the mean curvature flow.
Velázquez's Result
In [Vel94] , Velázquez proves the following result: 
which move by mean curvature flow and are such that (1) the surface's intersection with the (x 1 , y 1 )-plane, in the region where |x 1 | √ T − t, is given by the graph of a convex profile function Q, (2) the parabolically rescaled hypersurfaces (T −t) − 1 2 Σ(t) converge in C 2 loc away from the origin to the Simons cone C, (3) for the constant
converge uniformly on compact sets to one of the minimal hypersurfaces Σ as t ր T , and (4) the second fundamental form A Σ(t) blows up at a rate comparable to
We will refer to the mean curvature flow solution Σ 2n−1 k (t) t∈[0,T ) as the Velázquez mean curvature flow solution of parameter k. The precise details of the convergence described in theorem 3.1 above will be refined theorems 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 below. The main result of this paper is Theorem 3.2. Let n ≥ 4 and let k > 2 be an even integer. The Velázquez mean curvature flow solution of parameter k Σ(t) = Σ 2n−1
The proof this theorem will be completed near the end of section 7. The assumption that k ∈ N is even is a technical assumption included only to simplify the analysis in section 7 and it is expected that theorem 3.2 continues to hold without the assumption that k is even. However, the assumption k > 2 is necessary for theorem 3.2. Indeed, [GŠ18] prove that the mean curvature does blow up when k = 2, albeit at a rate slower than that of the second fundamental form. Remark 6.3 also indicates k ≥ 4 may be a necessary restriction in the case n = 4. 
be the profile function of the rescaled hypersurfacesΣ(s). Note that if Q satisfies 2.1 then L solves
if we regard L = L(|ξ|, s) as a function of ξ ∈ R n and ξ = x(T − t) −σ k − 1 2 . We claim that L ∈ C m,β loc and that, moreover, for every R > 0 there exists an s 0 (R) such that
First, by the proof of lemma 4.5 in [Vel94] , there exist constants A > 0, s 0 , a > 0, and 0 < θ − < 1 < θ + such that
After possibly taking larger s 0 and A, lemma 4.2 in [Vel94] implies that, for some constant C k depending only on k and µ = C k 100 > 0,
By theorem 3.1, L is convex in p and therefore locally Lipschitz in p with estimate sup p1,p2∈[0,R]
is also locally Lipschitz in ξ. Moreover, the C 0 estimates for L above imply that for any R there exists an s 0 = s 0 (R) ∼ R 2 such that the Lipschitz constant is independent of s for s ≥ s 0 .
The Lipschitz bounds on L imply that equation (3.2) is uniformly parabolic. Rewriting this equation (3.2) as
interior estimates for quasilinear equations (namely theorem 1.1 in chapter VI of [LSU88] ) now implies that L is C 1,β loc . Schauder estimates then yield that L is in C m,β loc for any m. Moreover, the Lipschitz bounds and coefficients in equation (3.2) can be bounded by constants independent of s when s is sufficiently large depending on R. It follows that for any R > 0 there exists s 0 (R) such that the C m,β (B R × [s 1 , s 1 + R 2 ])-norm of L is independent of s 1 for s 1 ≥ s 0 .
Finally, we claim that L converges in C ∞ loc to Q as s → ∞. Suppose not for the sake of contradiction. Then there exists R > 0, m ∈ N, ǫ > 0, and sequence of times s k ր ∞ such that
By the arguments above,
is bounded by a constant independent of k. Hence, after passing to a subsequence, we may extract a limit
In particular, L k converges uniformly to L ∞ and thus L ∞ = Q. This however contradicts the choice of R, m, (s k ) k∈N . 
Proof. The profile functionQ i (ξ, τ ) forΣ i (τ ) is related to that of Σ(t) bỹ
where L is the profile function from the proof of theorem 3.3. Observe that, because
Using Taylor's theorem on x → (1 − x) −2σ k to estimate the terms in brackets, it follows that 1
In particular, the s and τ variables are locally uniformly Lipschitz equivalent as i → ∞. The C ∞ loc -convergence ofQ i to Q as i → ∞ now follows from theorem 3.3. 
the sequence of mean curvature flows
for the parabolically rescaled hypersurfaces (T − t) −1/2 Σ(t). Note that if Q solves equation (2.1) then q solves
In [Vel94] , condition (2.41) in the definition of A and the rescaling argument in the proof of lemma 4.2 imply that there exist constants A, C > 0 such that
Additionally, these estimates propagate to the spatial derivatives in the sense that for all j ∈ N there exist A j , C j > 0 such that
denotes a quantity whose absolute value is bounded by C τ 0 Λ 2 i (T −t i ) for all i sufficiently large locally uniformly in τ 0 , τ 1 . A similar definition applies for O
and their profile functions
as i → ∞ uniformly on compact τ -intervals. In particular, for i sufficiently large
Letting ∂ |ξ| denote derivatives with respect to the radial variable |ξ|, we may therefore apply the estimates for q(ρ, s) above to deduce
, the middle factor goes to 1 on compact τ -intervals and the first factor limits to 0 as
The Jacobi Operator on Σ
In this section, we investigate the Jacobi operator ∆ Σ + |A| 2 for the minimal surface Σ described in subsection 2.1.2. We use overlines to refer to geometric tensors associated to Σ. For example, A is the second-fundamental form of Σ, ν the unit normal, g the induced metric, ∆ Σ the Laplace-Beltrami operator, and dV g the volume form.
as an unbounded operator on L 2 = L 2 (Σ, dV g ) with domain
We first recall some elementary properties of the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ Σ . One may refer to [RS80] , [RS78] , [Ura93] , and the references therein for additional background on the contents of this subsection.
In particular, L : Dom(L) → L 2 (dV g ) is self-adjoint and the essential spectrum satisfies
Proof. Let f : [0, ∞) → [0, 1] be a smooth, nonincreasing bump function which is identically 1 on [0, 1] and supported in [0, 2]. Define a sequence of functions
To prove the relative compactness of |A| 2 , let u k ∈ Dom(L) be a sequence with
uniformly bounded. Then u k and η n |A| 2 u k are uniformly bounded in H 1 (Σ, dV g ). By the choice of η n , for each n, there exists a compact subset Ω n ⊂ Σ such that η n |A| 2 u k is supported in Ω n for all k. Therefore, the Rellich theorem implies that, for each n ∈ N, there exists subsequence k j such that η n |A| 2 u kj converges in L 2 (Σ, dV g ). In other words,
is a compact operator for all n.
Let Ω ′ n ⊂ Σ denote the complement of the domain on which η n ≡ 1. Observe
From the spatial decay of |A| 2 , it then follows that the operators η n |A| 2 converge in norm to |A| 2 . Therefore, |A| 2 : (Dom(L), ||| · |||) → (L 2 , · 2 ) is also compact or, equivalently, |A| 2 is relatively compact with respect to ∆ Σ .
The last statement of the lemma is a standard fact about relatively compact perturbations of self-adjoint operators (see for example Corollary 2 in Ch. XIII.4 of [RS78] ).
Using the fact that the kernel element (x, y)·ν is nonvanishing in high dimensions, we can refine our understanding of the spectrum of L. This next result is also mentioned in [Ale93] and [ABP + 05], and it alternatively follows from the results in [FCS80] . Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that
By the min-max principle (see e.g. [RS78] , chapter XIII, section 1) and lemma 4.2, λ is an eigenvalue of L of finite multiplicity and we let
denote the corresponding finite-dimensional eigenspace. By nondegeneracy of the ground state, all nonzero elements of V λ have a sign. It follows that V λ is one-dimensional. Indeed, if not, then we could find nonnegative functions u, v ∈ V λ such that 0 = (u, v) L 2 and u 2 = v 2 = 1 which is impossible. Therefore, say V λ is the span of u ≥ 0. By standard elliptic regularity theory, u is smooth and satisfies ∆ Σ u + |A| 2 u = λu in the classical sense. Moreover, u is
Let u 0 : Σ → R be defined by u 0 (x, y) · ν > 0 as in corollary 2.3. Note that u 0 ∼ |x| α at infinity (see remark 4.9) and hence is not in L 2 (dV g ). However, by recognizing u 0 as the normal component of the infinitesimal generator of dilation or by a direct computation,
Because −λ < 0, the maximum principle applies and sup Ω w = sup ∂Ω w for any Ω ⊂ Σ. In particular, regarding w as a function of |x| and taking O(n) × O(n)invariant subsets Ω, it follows that w is then a nondecreasing function of |x|. This however contradicts that u = u 0 w ∈ L 2 and u ≡ 0. Therefore, we conclude that L ≤ 0 and σ(L) ⊂ (−∞, 0].
4.2. C l a Theory. In this subsection, we introduce weighted C l norms on Σ to capture spaces of functions with suitable decay at infinity.
Elliptic Estimates.
Definition 4.4. For a ∈ R, define the weighted norm · C 0 a (Σ) of a tensor T on Σ by
For l ≥ 0 and a function u : Σ → R, define
Remark 4.5. By lemma 2.1, we obtain equivalent norms if we replace |z| with |x|,
Proposition 4.6. For any l ≥ 2 and any a ∈ R,
Proof. It is clear from the definition of the weighted norms that ∆ Σ : C l a → C l−2 a+2 is bounded. The asymptotics of |A| 2 and its derivatives imply that multiplication by |A| 2 is a bounded operator C l a → C l−2 a+2 .
Parabolic Estimates.
Definition 4.7. Let I ⊂ R. For a ∈ R, define the weighted norm · C 0 a (Σ×I) of a tensor T :
4.3. The Generalized Kernel. In this subsection, we only consider functions u = u(|x|) of |x|. Let r = |x| and use ′ to denote d dr . By computations done in appendix A, the Jacobi operator ∆ Σ + |A| 2 at the minimal surface Σ acting on such functions u : Σ → R becomes
Here, and throughout this subsection, Q = Q is the profile function of the minimal surface Σ. In divergence form, the operator L may be written as
where C a > 0. These asymptotics propagate to derivatives of Q(r). Near r = 0
In particular, since J (r) > 0, there exist positive constants 0 < c < C such that
When n ≥ 4, u 0 (x, y) · ν > 0 is a positive function of r = |x| that solves Lu 0 = 0. We may therefore proceed to define the following factorization formula for L. Define
In particular, since u 0 > 0, there exist positive constants 0 < c < C such that
Lemma 4.10. The space of solutions to
is two dimensional and spanned by solutions u 0 = (x, y)·ν and v 0 . Moreover, u 0 , v 0 have the following asymptotics
These asymptotics propagate to all derivatives. In particular, u 0 ∈ C ∞ |α| . Proof. The asymptotics of the coefficients in the equation Lu = 0 imply that, near r = 0, Lu = 0 may be approximated by the Euler equation
Similarly, near r = ∞, Lu = 0 may be approximated by the Euler equation
By a standard fixed point theorem approach for perturbations of ordinary differential equations, it follows that there exists a basisũ 0 ,ṽ 0 of solutions to Lu = 0 with the desired asymptotics to first order at r = 0. Since u 0 ∈ C 0 (Σ), it must be the case that u 0 = Cũ 0 .
Similarly, there exists a basis of solutionsû 0 ,v 0 with the desired asymptotics to first order at r = ∞. Since u 0 ∼ r α+ at r = ∞, we can perform a change of basis
Since u 0 , v 0 satisfy the desired asymptotics to first order, standard regularity theory for ordinary differential equations imply the claimed asymptotics and regularity for all derivatives of u 0 and v 0 with respect to r.
We also have the following adjunction formula for suitably regular functions
From successively inverting A and A * , we can define an inversion formula for the operator L.
Definition 4.11. Define inverse operators
Finally, define 
Lemma 4.13. For any j ∈ N, there exist positive constants 0 < c j < C j such that
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction with the base case having been handled by lemma 4.10 and remark 4.9.
For the inductive step, the inductive hypothesis implies that
An analogous argument holds to show that
is not integrable on (0, ∞). It follows that
An analogous argument holds for the lower bound and thereby completes the inductive argument.
Lemma 4.14. If u = u(|x|) is a smooth function on Σ that satisfies
Proof. We proceed by induction on j. For the base case j = 1, first note that u = u(r) and ∆ Σ u + |A| 2 u = 0 implies
Hence, lemma 4.10 implies that u = b 0 u 0 +b 0 v 0 . The fact that u is a smooth function on Σ then yieldsb 0 = 0.
For the inductive step, note that
so the inductive hypothesis implies
for some constants b 0 , ..., b j−1 . Equivalently,
By lemma 4.10, it follows that for some constants C,C
Smoothness of u on Σ and the asymptotics of the u j functions implyC = 0. Equivalently,
This completes the induction.
Remark 4.15. The interested reader is invited to compare the analysis in this subsection with that in [Col16] , which carries out a similar analysis for a smooth stationary solution to a supercritical semilinear heat equation.
Liouville-Type Theorems
In this section, we present some vanishing theorems for the minimal surfaces described in subsection 2.1.
The Minimal Surface.
Lemma 5.1. For any l > 0 and a ≥ 0 there exists a constant C such that if
Proof. Standard local estimates apply to show that u is smooth and
In what remains, we shall apply a scaling argument to show the solution u has the proper decay at infinity. Specifically, we prove the C 2+β a estimate for the associated inhomogeneous equation and then repeatedly differentiate the homogeneous equation to obtain the C l a estimate. First, let β > 0 and consider w ∈ C β a (Σ × (−∞, T ]) a smooth solution of the inhomogeneous equation
. Use polar coordinates (r, ω) for x to write w = w(r, ω, θ, t). By proposition A.4, the equation
can be written in coordinates as
Let R > 0, r 0 ≥ R, and t 0 ≤ T . Define the rescaled function W (ρ, ω, θ, τ ) r a 0 w(r 0 ρ, ω, θ, t 0 + τ r 2 0 ) Then, for example,
where r = r 0 ρ and t = t 0 + τ r 2 0 , and it follows that W solves the equation
, 0 , the asymptotics of Q imply that the coefficients of this equation can be bounded by constants depending only on n, R, and β. Interior estimates for parabolic equations then imply that for some constant C = C(n, R, β) The above result proves the claim for 0 < l < 1. To prove the higher derivative estimates, let j = ⌊l⌋ and β = l −j. Differentiating the evolution equation for u and applying the Gauss equation, it follows that any jth order derivative ∇ 
Taking w = ∇ (j) u ∈ C β a+j (Σ × (−∞, T ]), the above result for the inhomogeneous equation implies that
Therefore, u C l+2 a (Σ×(−∞,T ]) u C l a (Σ×(−∞,T ]) .
Theorem 5.2. Let n ≥ 4 and u = u(|x|, t) be a smooth, ancient solution to
If there exist constants C 0 > 0 and a > |α| such that
then u ≡ 0.
Proof. By lemma 5.1, for any j ∈ N, there exists C j such that
In particular, there exists j = j(α, n, a) large enough such that v(·, t) (∆ Σ + |A| 2 ) j u(·, t) ∈ L 2 (dV g )
is an ancient solution to ∂ t v = Lv with v(·, t) L 2 (dVg ) uniformly bounded by a constant independent of t.
It follows that d dt
Hence, v(t) L 2 (Σ) is nonincreasing in t and the limit M = lim t→−∞ v(t) L 2 (Σ) exists. Now, take a sequence t i → −∞ and define v i (·, t) v(·, t + t i ). By standard parabolic estimates, we may pass to a subsequence, still denoted by v i , that converges in C ∞ loc to some function v −∞ (|x|, t) which satisfies
for all t ∈ R by the dominated convergence theorem. Therefore,
and so Lv −∞ = 0 by theorem 4.3. Lemma 4.14 and the fact that v −∞ ∈ L 2 then imply that v −∞ ≡ 0. Consequently, M = 0 and monotonicity of the L 2 -norm yields v ≡ 0. Thus,
By lemma 4.14, u may be written as
Using the spatial asymptotics at r = ∞ and lemma 4.13, it follows that
5.2. The Minimal Cone. By remark A.11 and corollary A.13, when Σ is the Simons cone C given by the profile function Q(r) = r, the equation
applied to functions of r = |x| becomes
If u(|x|, t) solves (5.1), then v(|x|, t) |x| n−1 u(|x|, 2t) solves the Bessel parabolic equation
We refer the reader to [BdLC18] , [BCS14] , and the references therein for additional background on the Bessel parabolic equation. Note that |u| ≤ Cr α if and only if |v| ≤ Cr n−1+α = Cr µ+1/2
Moreover, the stationary solution u = Cr α of (5.1) corresponds to the stationary solution v = Cr µ+1/2 = Cr n−1+α of (5.2).
Remark 5.3. Note µ(n) is increasing in n and some values of µ(n) include µ(4) = 1 2 µ(5) = 17/4 > 2
The heat kernel associated to ∆ µ is given by
r, ρ, t ∈ (0, ∞)
Here I µ denotes the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order µ. By estimating the heat kernel, we can obtain the following vanishing theorem for solutions to (5.2).
Theorem 5.4. Let v(r, t) be an ancient solution to
If there exist constants C > 0 and δ ∈ (0, 2µ + 2) such that
then v ≡ 0.
Proof. Let r > 0 and t 0 ∈ (−∞, T ]. Then, for any t > 0,
Recall that the Bessel function I µ satisfies the estimate
It follows that if t ≫ 1 is sufficiently large depending on r and t 0 , then
Also, since r µ+1/2 is a stationary solution of 5.2,
This completes the proof.
Theorem 5.4 yields the corresponding Liouville-type theorem for solutions to (5.1).
Corollary 5.5. Let u = u(|x|, t) be an ancient solution to
where Σ = C is the Simons cone. If there exist constants C > 0 and δ ∈ (0, 2µ + 2) such that
Boundedness of H in the Inner and Parabolic Regions
In this section, we combine the Liouville-type theorems from the previous section with a blow-up argument to argue that the mean curvature remains bounded in the inner and parabolic regions up to the singularity time. The methods in this section parallel an approach taken in [BK16] and [BK17] , which the latter paper refers to as "semilocal maximum principles."
To simplify the notation, let Λ(t) denote the blow-up rate of the second fundamental form
Theorem 6.1. If Γ > 0, a ∈ (|α|, |α| + 1), and k is large enough such that
Suppose otherwise for the sake of contradiction. Then there exists a sequence of times T i ր T such that
There are several possibilities depending on the limiting behavior of the spacetime sequence (z i , t i ) ∈ Σ(t i ). Case 1: |z i | Λ −1 i for some subsequence. In this case, define a sequenceΣ i (t) of rescaled mean curvature flows bỹ
We obtain the following estimate on the mean curvature of the rescaled hypersur-
where the supremum in ζ is taken over
Passing to the limit as i → ∞ using theorem 3.4, we obtain an ancient solution to
Σ∞ũ ∞ defined on the limiting minimal surface Σ =Σ ∞ . Note that for any fixed t ≤ 0
since the type II blow-up rate satisfies Λ i ≫ √ T − t i . Hence, it follows that the limiting functionũ ∞ satisfies the estimate
Since a > |α|, this contradicts theorem 5.2.
Case 2: Λ −1 i ≪ |z i | ≪ √ T − t i for some subsequence. In this case, define a sequence of mean curvature flowsΣ i (t) bỹ
A similar argument as in the previous case shows that
where the suprema are taken over
Passing to the limit as i → ∞ using theorem 3.5, we obtain an ancient solution to
Σ∞ũ ∞ defined on the limiting minimal coneΣ ∞ = C. Note that for any fixed t ≤ 0
Since a > |α|, this contradicts theorem 5.5.
Case 3: |z i | ∼ √ T − t i In this final case, we may estimate the mean curvature directly from the estimates contained in [Vel94] (see for example condition (2.41) in the definition of the set A, lemma 4.2, or lemma 4.3)
By assumption, a < |α| + 1 and k is sufficiently large such that the exponent
is nonnegative. Hence, M i 1, which contradicts the choice of M i .
Because a contradiction arises in all possible cases, the conclusion of the theorem follows.
Since (1 + Λ(t)|z|) a ≥ 1, the theorem immediately yields the following corollary. Corollary 6.2. If Γ > 0, a ∈ (|α|, |α| + 1), and k is large enough such that
Recall that the Velázquez mean curvature flows are defined for n ≥ 4 and k ≥ 2. Let us write a = |α| + δ for some δ ∈ (0, 1). When k = 2,
Hence, for the lowest admissible eigenmode, the above theorem does not apply. In fact, [GŠ18] show that the mean curvature blows up when k = 2, albeit at a rate slower than that of the second fundamental form. However, for any n ≥ 4 and a ∈ (|α|, |α + 1), there exists k 0 (α, a) > 2 such that the Velázquez mean curvature flows with k ≥ k 0 satisfy the assumptions of the theorem.
When n = 4 and k ≥ 4, there exist a ∈ (|α|, |α| + 1) for which the above theorem applies. When n > 4 and k ≥ 3, there exist a ∈ (|α|, |α| + 1) for which the above theorem applies. Indeed, writing a = |α| + δ with δ ∈ (0, 1) as above, it follows that
If n = 4 and k ≥ 4, then this quantity equals
If n ≥ 5 and k ≥ 3, then
Estimates Outside the Parabolic Region
It remains to bound the mean curvature in the region where r √ T − t. To do so, partition this region into what we call the outer region r ≥ Υ √ T and the outer-parabolic overlap Γ √ T − t ≤ r ≤ Υ √ T with constants Γ, Υ to be determined. First, we establish curvature estimates in the outer region. These estimates allow us to construct barriers in the parabolic-outer overlap that subsequently bound the mean curvature in this domain.
Remark 7.1. Throughout this section, we will often assume the Velázquez mean curvature flow solutions satisfy additional bounds at t = 0. So long as these bounds are consistent with the set A[η 1 , η 2 , θ] defined in section 2 of [Vel94] , there is no loss of generality in imposing these additional bounds. Indeed, such bounds may be achieved by refining the definition of the assignment α → Γ η (α) in section 3 of [Vel94] . 7.1. Estimates in the Outer Region. We begin by using the interior estimates of Ecker-Huisken [EH91] to establish curvature bounds in the outer region. for some Υ ≫ 1 sufficiently large depending on n and M 0 . Then, for some constant C n depending only on n,
In particular,
and consider the gradient function
where Q = Q(|x|, 0) and Q 0 = Q(|x 0 |, 0). Hence,
Therefore, in B (x 0 , Q 0 θ 0 ), 1 2 ρ ∩ Σ(0), the gradient function may be estimated by
Interior estimates for the gradient function (theorem 2.1 of [EH91] ) then imply that
In particular, if Υ ≫ 1 is sufficiently large depending on n, then
Since z 0 ∈ Σ(0) with |x 0 | ≥ ρ was arbitrary, this curvature estimate therefore holds on
then integrating the mean curvature estimate yields
if Υ ≫ 1 is sufficiently large depending on n and M 0 . It follows that
Therefore,
Remark 7.3. Considering the components of the metric g Σ and its evolution equation ∂ t g = −2HA, lemma 7.2 also implies a uniform bound on ∂ r Q, say
Coarse Barriers in the Parabolic-Outer Overlap. We now begin to estimate the curvature in the parabolic-outer overlap by establishing coarse estimates for the profile function Q. Henceforth, we shall restrict to the case where the eigenmode λ k is additionally chosen so that k ∈ N is even. This restriction will simplify some of the estimates and barriers that follow. Indeed, [Vel94] shows
where µ ≪ 1 is a small constant and ϕ k is an eigenfunction for the differential operator A in equation (2.20) of [Vel94] with associated eigenvalue λ k . When k is even, ϕ k (x) is asymptotic to C k x 2λ k +1 as x tends to infinity, where C k > 0 is a positive constant. In particular, when k is even, for sufficiently large Γ, the profile function satisfies
By remark 7.1, we may therefore assume without loss of generality that the initial data is chosen so that Q(r, 0) ≥ r for all r ≥ Γ √ T − t and lim r→∞ Q(r, 0) − r = ∞ Note that this last assumption and the proof of lemma 7.2 imply that Q(r, t) > r for sufficiently large r. The avoidance principle then implies
since Q(r, t) = r is a solution to the mean curvature flow equation (2.1). Differentiating the mean curvature flow equation 2.1 with respect to r, it follows that Q r satisfies
Observe that when Q ≥ r, the coefficient 1 Q 2 − 1 r 2 ≤ 0. Hence, the maximum principle implies 
By replacing M in remark 7.3 with a possibly larger constant, we may then assume without loss of generality that
In particular, this derivative estimate ensures that the mean curvature flow equation (2.2) for Q is strictly parabolic in the region Ω with uniform estimates on the ellipticity constants 1 1 + M 2 ≤ a ij ≤ 1 7.3. Finer Estimates in the Parabolic-Outer Overlap. Recall equation (2.1)
Define v(r, t) Q(r, t) − r to be the perturbation of the profile function from the Simons cone. It follows that v(r, t) solves (7.1)
To estimate Q = r+v, we shall find a positive supersolution 0 < v + to this equation in the region Ω.
7.3.1. A Positive Supersolution v + . The search for a positive supersolution v + is aided by the fact that the function x → 1 1+x is convex for nonnegative x. Hence, − (n − 1) r
Lemma 7.4. For any λ k = λ > 0 and C 0 > 0, define
Then v + (r, t) C 0 r 2λ+1 − C 1 (T − t)r 2λ−1 is a supersolution to equation (7.1) on the domain where v + > 0.
If C 0 > C k and Γ ≫ 1 is sufficiently large depending on n, k, and C 0 , then v + (r, t) > C k r 2λ+1 for all r = Γ √ T − t, t ∈ [0, T )
Proof. As noted above, when v + > 0,
Hence, it suffices to show that v + is a supersolution to
is nonnegative for n ≥ 4 and k ≥ 2. Indeed, as also noted in appendix B, 2λ k − 1 ≥ 2λ 2 − 1 = 4 − 1 + α − 1 = 2 − |α| ≥ 0 and 1 1 + Q 2 r (2λ − 1)(2λ − 2) + (n − 1)(2λ − 1) + (n − 1)
By the definition of C 1 , it follows that v + is a supersolution on the domain where v + > 0.
Finally, we confirm that v + satisfies the claimed estimates when Γ ≫ 1 is suffi-
if Γ ≫ 1 is sufficiently large, depending on n, k, C 0 , such that
is increasing in r on the domain r > 0, the fact that
Lemma 7.5. For any C 0 , Γ, M > 0, there exists a constant C 1 = C 1 (n, k, Γ, M ) such that if v(r, t) = Q(r, t) − r solves (7.1) with
Proof. The proof will employ a rescaling argument. Let r 0 , t 0 be such that 15 16
Therefore, if 1 2 ≤ ρ ≤ 3 2 and − 1 8Γ 2 ≤ τ ≤ 0, then r = r 0 ρ and t = t 0 + τ r 2 0 are in the domain where the assumed estimates on v apply. In particular,
These estimates imply that the coefficients in equation (7.2) are uniformly bounded for 1 2 ≤ ρ ≤ 3 2 and − 1 8Γ 2 ≤ τ ≤ 0 with bounds depending only on n, k and M . For example,
and 1 1 + M 2 ≤ 1 1 + (1 + r 2λ 0 W ρ ) 2 ≤ 1 Hence, interior estimates for parabolic equations (see e.g. [LSU88] ) imply that for some constant C ′ = C ′ (n, k, Γ, M ) depending only on n, k, Γ, M ,
and so
Since r 0 , t 0 were arbitrary, the statement of the lemma follows with C 1 = C ′ 3 2 2λ+1 .
The estimates of lemma 7.5 yield a bound on the mean curvature.
Corollary 7.6. Let n ≥ 4 and k ≥ 2. For any C 0 , Γ, M > 0, there exists a constant C 1 = C 1 (n, k, T, Γ, M, C 0 ) < ∞ such that if v(r, t) = Q(r, t) − r solves (7.1) with
By remark 6.3, there exists a ∈ (|α|, |α| + 1) such that
Finally, corollary 6.2 with Γ = 2 √ 2Υ 0 uniformly bounds the mean curvature on the remainder of the evolving hypersurface. 7.4. Compactifying the Velázquez Mean Curvature Flow Solutions. To conclude, we sketch how one might construct closed mean curvature flow solutions that exhibit the same dynamics as the Velázquez mean curvature flow solutions. Velázquez's existence result follows from a topological degree argument applied to a suitably defined disks' worth of initial hypersurfaces (denoted Γ η (α) in section 3 of [Vel94] ). For 0 < R 1 < R 2 sufficiently large and C > 0 sufficiently large, adjust the profile functions Q(r, 0) of these initial hypersurfaces in the region where r ≥ R 1 so that the initial hypersurfaces remain smooth but Q(r, 0) = 2(2n − 1)C − r 2 for R 2 ≤ r ≤ 2(2n − 1)C Such a choice is motivated by the profile function for the shrinking spheres as given in subsubsection 2.1.4. For suitably chosen R 1 , R 2 , and C, one may again argue as in lemma 7.2 and use the interior estimates of [EH91] to control the solution in the outer region up to say time t = 1. One must then check that such estimates in the outer region suffice to reproduce the results in section 4 of [Vel94] . Indeed, the exponential weight e −r 2 /4 that appears in the integral estimates within section 4 of [Vel94] suggests that the results in section 4 of [Vel94] will continue to hold with this new assignment of initial data. For Ricci flow, [Sto19] proves similar estimates to obtain closed Ricci flow solutions analogous to Velázquez's mean curvature flow solutions. The remaining arguments in [Vel94] and this paper then follow almost immediately to give the existence of closed mean curvature flow solutions in R N (N ≥ 8) that become singular at some time T < 1 and have uniformly bounded mean curvature.
We will occasionally write
Recall too that r = |x| and ′ = ∂ ∂r denotes derivatives with respect to r. Proposition A.1. The tangent vectors to the hypersurface are ∂F ∂θ i = 0, Q(|x|)
Proof. Clearly, ν Σ has norm one everywhere. It thus suffices to check that −Q ′ (|x|) x |x| , y |y| is orthogonal to the tangent vectors from proposition A.1.
For the second statement, observe
using that |y| = Q(|x|).
Proof. The proof is a straightforward computation using the previous proposition
Proposition A.4. The induced metric g Σ on the hypersurface Σ has components
In particular, at a point x = (x 1 , 0, ..., 0), g Σ has the block decomposition
In polar coordinates for x = (r, ω),
Proof. We use proposition A.1 throughout.
Finally,
since tangent vectors ∂ ∂θ i to the sphere S n−1 are orthogonal to the position θ on the sphere.
The first block decomposition of g Σ is immediate. For the second, note that at x = (x 1 , 0, ...0), |x| 2 = (x 1 ) 2 . Hence,
The resulting block decomposition follows. The final block decomposition for g Σ follows from the prior and O(n) × O(n)invariance.
Corollary A.5. At a point x = (x 1 , 0, ...0), the inverse matrix of g Σ is
Proposition A.6. The second fundamental form is
In particular, at a point where x = (x 1 , 0, ..., 0), the second fundamental form becomes
The first term is a multiple of ν Σ so it suffices to compute the second term. The second term equals
It now follows that
Now let σ i = ∂F ∂θ i . It follows that
as expected from symmetry of the second fundamental form. If σ j = ∂F ∂θ j then σ j · ∇ σi ν Σ = 0, Q ∂θ ∂θ j · 1 1 + Q ′2 0,
Proposition A.7. The (scalar) mean curvature H is
Proof. We compute the mean curvature at a point of the form x = (x 1 , 0, ..., 0) and then use the O(n) × O(n) symmetry of Σ. Cancelling the (1 + Q ′2 ) −1/2 from both sides of the partial differential equation yields the desired equation.
Remark A.9. The above partial differential equation differs from that in [Vel94] by a factor of 2 on the right-hand side. This factor is due to the fact that [Vel94] parametrizes the hypersurfaces in terms of the sphere of radius 1 √ 2 instead of the unit sphere S n−1 , and so the profile functions here correspond to 1 √ 2 Q √ 2|x|, t in the notation of [Vel94] Proposition A.10.
Proof. In proposition A.7 we computed that
at points x = (x 1 , 0, ..., 0). Hence, 
Note that at x = (x 1 , 0, ... x 1 |x| By symmetry it follows that
We compute each of these terms. 
It follows that
Corollary A.13. Let (Σ, g Σ ) be an O(n) × O(n)-invariant hypersurface and u = u(|x|) as above. If Σ is minimal then
Proof. For minimal hypersurfaces in E 2n , it is a general fact that
Thus, it suffices to prove the first equality. If Σ is minimal, then Q satisfies
It then follows that
This proves the first equality.
Appendix B. Constants
• n ≥ 4 encodes the dimension • The parameter α = α(n) depends only dimension and is given by α = α(n) = 1 2 −(2n − 3) + (2n − 3) 2 − 8(n − 1) < 0 |α(n)| is a decreasing function of n for n ≥ 4. Moreover, |α(4)| = 2 |α(5)| < 3 2 and |α(n)| ց 1 as n ր ∞
• λ = λ k is the eigenvalue given by
We only consider the large enough k for which λ k > 0, or, equivalently, we only consider k ≥ 2. Moreover, for n ≥ 4 and k ≥ 2, 2λ k − 1 ≥ 0. Indeed, 2λ k − 1 ≥ 2λ 2 − 1 = 4 − 1 + α − 1 = 2 − |α| ≥ 0 (B.1)
• σ k encodes the blow-up rate of the second fundamental form σ k = λ k 1 + |α| > 0
